Recently, much emphasis has been placed on the development of scanning microscopes that provide smaller probe sizes which has led to Secondary Electron (SE) images with atomic resolution [1] . Less attention has been given to how the differences in detection of SEs can influence the information contained in an SE image, in spite of the fact that SEs of different energies have different escape depths [2], magnetization contrast [3] and dopant contrast (DC) [4] can be enhanced by SE energy selection (ES), and that material identification via finger-printing methods based on the SE spectra [5] has been suggested. This alone implies that a large amount of information and improved contrast (translating to better resolution) may be gained if the energy range of SEs used for image formation can routinely be adjusted in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) by the user.
In Fig1 we describe such a system that allows energy selection (ES) in a low voltage field emission SEM and present some of the characteristics, obtained from calculations, in Fig 2. Fig 2 describes the transfer of SEs of given energies when D (see Fig 1) is adjusted. It can be seen that for D 20V the energy cut off is shifted by 0.5eV per 1V increase in D. For larger D, a cut-off energy cannot be clearly identified (see D=60V trace in Fig 2) . This causes some limitation as it only allows well specified ES for SE energies 10eV. However, as the peak energy in the SE spectra of most materials is < 10eV [5] , this does not seem to be a severe limitation but explains the large differences in contrast obtained by standard SEM (D=60V) and ES selection when D<20V.
An example of the benefit of ES SEM is given for the mapping of doped regions in Si in Fig 3, when the Si surface is covered by a contamination layer as a result of prolonged (1 week) air exposure. ES (D=16V) imaging of this specimen gives double the contrast (C pn [%]=200(I p -I n )/(I p +I n )) with I n , p intensity of n-doped/p-doped region) values that can be obtained in standard SEM. This effect can be explained by the fact that the majority of low energy SEs (used to form the ES image) originate from a few nanometers below the surface (SiO 2 : esc (3eV)~10nm [6] ), whereas high energy electrons tend to stem from closer to the surface (i.e. from contamination layer and not silicon). Therefore by using ES to select SEs of appropriate energy, the detrimental influence of the contamination layers on contrast can be strongly reduced, resulting in enhanced DC. A particularly useful application is imaging of Focused Ion Beam (FIB) prepared specimens. For Si, a damage layer of ~10nm thickness for ion energies of 10keV exists [7] which leads to the loss of DC. This can be seen in Fig 4 which contains C pi (contrast of p-type relative to intrinsic Si) plots obtained from a staircase structure for different combinations of sample preparation and SEM imaging conditions. There is no visible dependence of C pi on dopant concentration in standard SEM of the FIB prepared specimen, whereas prepared by cleaving, the contrast clearly reflects the different dopant concentrations. However, if this damage layer of the FIB prepared specimen is oxidized (using an oxygen containing plasma) low energy SEs generated below the (now oxidized) damaged layer are able to escape. Therefore, the C pi contrast profile obtained from the ES image of a plasma cleaned (for 10min) FIB prepared specimen is restored to that of a cleaved specimen for most doping levels. 
